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We discuss the use of time reversal symmetry in the classification of parton cor-
relators. Specifically, we consider the role of (small) intrinsic transverse momenta
in these correlators and the determination of the proper color gauge link. The
transverse momentum weighted correlators in hard processes can be expressed as
a product of universal gluonic pole matrix elements and gluonic pole cross sections.
For (semi)-inclusive measurements, the cross sections in hard scatter-
ing processes factorize into a hard squared amplitude and distribution and
fragmentation functions. These functions enter in forward matrix elements
of nonlocal combinations of quark and gluon field operators. Generically
we need for the distribution functions the (light-cone) correlator
Φ(x) =
∫
d(ξ · P )
2π
ei p·ξ 〈P |φ†(0)φ(ξ)|P 〉
∣∣∣∣
ξ·n=ξT=0
, (1)
where φ can be the quark field or the gluon field strength. The correlator
depends on the momentum fraction appearing in the Sudakov decomposi-
tion of the quark momentum p = xP + pT + σ n, where n is an (arbitrary)
light-like vector for which P ·n is of the order of the hard scale (say √s). Of
particular interest in our study is the dependence on transverse momenta
(with respect to P and n), appearing in the light-front correlators
Φ(x, pT ) =
∫
d(ξ · P ) d2ξT
(2π)3
ei p·ξ 〈P |φ†(0)φ(ξ)|P 〉
∣∣∣∣
ξ·n=0
. (2)
In a similar way correlators relevant for fragmentation functions can be
written down. The actual distribution (and fragmentation) functions ap-
pear in the parametrization of the correlators and will be discussed below.
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QCD is invariant under time reversal (T). This means that observables
can be characterized by their T-behavior. Single spin asymmetries (SSA),
i.e. differences of cross sections in which only one of the (initial or final state)
spins is flipped, are examples of T-odd observables. Also the correlators,
in particular those for distribution functions mentioned in the previous
section, can be divided into T-even and T-odd parts. The T-behavior of
the states |P 〉 and that of the quark and gluon field operators is known. The
functions appearing in these respective parts are referred to as T-even and
T-odd distribution functions. For distributions, there are no collinear T-odd
functions in Eq. 1 but there are T-odd transverse momentum dependent
(TMD) distribution functions in the correlator in Eq. 2. Since the hard
process, at least at tree level, is T-even, one must have in the description
of SSA at least one T-odd function (or in general an odd number of them).
The collinear part x of the quark momenta with respect to the hadron
momentum appearing in the Sudakov decomposition may be obtained from
the hard kinematics, e.g. in deep inelastic scattering x = xB = −q2/2p · q.
This is also possible for the transverse momentum by measuring the non-
collinearity in the process, e.g. the transverse momentum of a produced
hadron in leptoproduction with respect to incoming hadron P and the
momentum transfer q, or the deviation from back-to-backness of jets in
the transverse plane in hadron-hadron scattering1,2. The correlators that
can be obtained in a suitably weighted cross sections are the transverse
moments Φα∂ (x) ≡
∫
d2pT p
α
T
Φ(x, pT ), which again are lightcone dominated.
As an example consider the correlator for quarks. In that case the non-
local field combination shown in our definitions is given by φ†(0)φ(ξ) −→
ψ(0)U[0,ξ] ψ(ξ), where the final correlator appearing in a calculation con-
tains a gauge link U[0,ξ] = P exp
(
−ig ∫ ξ
0
dsµAµ
)
, which ensures color
gauge invariance. The integration path in the gauge link follows from a
diagrammatic calculation that includes for a given hadron besides quark
correlators also correlators with in addition collinear A · n gluons. Such
correlators turn out to be leading as well and the resummed result nicely
produces the color gauge invariant result. The path also follows from the
calculation to a straight-line path along n, indicated as Un[0,ξ].
For the TMD correlators, however, the nonlocal operator combinations
involve transverse separation of fields and also the gauge link acquires a
transverse piece. In the case of electroweak processes these turned out to be
gauge links consisting of two pieces along the lightcone connected at light-
cone infinity. However, the links for an incoming hadron in one-particle-
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inclusive leptoproduction (ℓ +H → ℓ + h) and for an incoming hadron in
the Drell-Yan process (H+H ′ → ℓ+ ℓ¯) turned out to be different connected
at lightcone ±∞ (future and past pointing gauge links), respectively. In
general, e.g. in hadron-hadron scattering, more complicated, but calculable,
gauge links appear3.
The structure of the gauge links is not relevant if one only deals with
collinear (lightcone) correlators. In the transverse moments, showing up in
azimuthal asymmetries, it is relevant. They are written as
Φ
[U ]α
∂ (x) = Φ
α
∂ (x) + C
[U ]
G πΦ
α
G(x, x), (3)
containing a link-independent part Φα∂ , involving among others standard
twist three collinear functions and a part that is the product of a link-
dependent color factor C
[U ]
G and a link-independent gluonic pole matrix
element4,5 derived from the quark-gluon correlator
πΦαG(x, x − x′) =
∫
d(ξ · P )
2π
d(η · P )
2π
ei(x−x
′)P ·ξ eix
′P ·η
× 〈P |ψ(0)Un[0,η] gFnα(η)Un[η,ξ] ψ(ξ)|P 〉
∣∣∣
LC
, (4)
where LC indicates the restriction to the lightcone. The color factors di-
rectly follow from the link structure. For instance for the future and past
pointing links in leptoproduction and Drell-Yan one has C
[±]
G = ±1.
The time reversal properties of the gluonic pole part in Eq. 4 is opposite
to that of the link-independent contribution or the integrated correlator.
For instance the TMD quark distributions in unpolarized hadrons are con-
tained in a quark correlator (including link U)
Φ[U ](x, pT ) =
1
2
{
f1(x, p
2
T
)/P + h⊥1 (x, p
2
T
)
i[/pT , /P ]
2M
}
. (5)
In this expression the functions would depend on the link. If we work with
the integrated correlator and the transverse moments, we can put the link
dependence in the coefficients C
[U ]
G and universal matrix elements, the inte-
grated ones Φ(x) = 12 f1(x) /P , the link-independent part of the transverse
moment, which is zero, for unpolarized hadrons, Φα∂ (x) = 0, and the gluonic
pole matrix element πΦαG(x, x) =
1
4 ih
⊥(1)
1 (x) [/P, γ
α], where h
⊥(1)
1 (x) is the
p
2
T
/2M2-weighted function. Thus there is a universal function h
⊥(1)
1 which,
because of the link-dependent factors C
[±]
G in Eq. 3, appears with opposite
signs in leptoproduction and Drell-Yan scattering.
Beyond the simple electroweak processes, one finds in general that sev-
eral diagrams contribute to the hard scattering part. For instance for the
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quark-quark scattering contributing to pp-scattering one has for identical
quarks at lowest order already four contributions
σˆqq→qq =
∑
[D]
σˆ[D]qq→qq . (6)
It is this cross section that is multiplied by distribution and fragmentation
functions, e.g. the function f q1 (x) in unpolarized scattering. For azimuthal
asymmetries, one finds that each contribution in principle leads to a partic-
ular link in the correlator that connects partons in the hard part to hadrons
and correspondingly each contribution has its specific strength C
[D]
G . The
links and factors depend on the color flow through the diagram. In order
to accomodate these, it is convenient to define gluonic pole cross sections
σˆ[q]q→qq =
∑
[D]
C
[D]
G σˆ
[D]
qq→qq . (7)
These cross sections will appear multiplied with a distribution function in
the transverse moments, which for a particular T-odd SSA might be the
function h
⊥(1)q
1 (x).
A treatment2 of the quark contributions in pp-scattring along these lines
has been completed, while also the general procedure to find gauge links in
hard processes has been given6. In addition, the transition from small to
large transverse momenta in such processes requires care7.
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